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TL;DR: The Submitter's arguments are inaccurate; the submitted logo does not           
comply with the requirements of the Curated List; its submission should be rejected.  

 
 
 
1. DISPUTE STATEMENT 
 
A request for a listing of the MoneyToken token has been submitted.  
 
On 30 May 2019, we contested this submission on the grounds that the token logo was                
wrong. 
 
On 31 May 2019, the Submitter pointed out that the logo submitted was the right logo                
because it was the one used by Etherscan and Coinmarket cap and matched the token logo,                
the project logo being different.  
 
On 1 June 2019, the Submitter contested, arguing that the logo to be published did not                
necessarily have to be the most commonly used; that the logo was used on the site but the                  
site is no longer online; that the logo is used by an exchange.  

 

https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xfc66937304f9a1278a5c7a4c4d7e5d44f712311b8497ff8a1d215a3db3b84e5a


 
 

 
2. APPLICABLE RULE 
 
The Submitter argues that “There is NO rule in the current TCR policy that state that the                 
uploaded logo must be the widely used one”. 
 
As in any normative system, a rule must be interpreted in the light of the intention of its                  
authors and the objective pursued.  
 
However, the Token Curated List Policies requires the submission of a logo and provides,              
with respect to the name, that “The name should be the most commonly used name to refer                 
to the asset. It does not necessarily need to be the official name given by project creators                 
nor the one in the token contract”.  
 
The purpose of this rule, which has been mentioned several times by its authors, is to                
arrive at a list making it possible to identify tokens in the most consensual way               
possible (name and logo). 
 
It is therefore necessary to refer to objective elements to determine the most consensual              
logo: 

- when a logo is officially and clearly designated by project members as the token logo,               
this element is sufficiently objective to be considered as a consensus.  

- however, when this is not the case, reference should be made to the most              
commonly used logo on an objective basis.  

 
 
3. APPLICATION TO THE CASE 
 
Thus, the Submitter is right when he considers that an official logo should prevail over the                
most commonly used logo (cf. MKR, DGD).  
 
But in this case, the submitted logo is never used in an official way. The Submitter                
refers to an article that used the submitted logo. But there are dozens of articles using                
a different logo. It is therefore completely misleading to consider that this article alone              
makes it possible to confer official value on the disputed logo.  
 
Jurors are invited to check themselves on the project blog.  
 
However, the vast majority of sources referring to IMT token use a different logo.  
 
Accepting the submitted logo would create confusion in the minds of users and             
establish a logo as official on the basis of an error made by the Submitter, who merely                 
copied the incorrect information contained on Etherscan.  
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https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmR3Czocg8ffYhNNFGL1W6TUpzGacFghU1yK9QwU1rmJPG/token-curated-list-policies.pdfchrome-extension://oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmR3Czocg8ffYhNNFGL1W6TUpzGacFghU1yK9QwU1rmJPG/token-curated-list-policies.pdf
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x420ad0a6c578dbd237f6ea77c969b4c906bdabb4719e3661c356ad1eecdf9c86
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xbf162ee983d98b6d954aa49141f0a753f083d29924dbe5ffe39e4cf68f5939b5
https://blog.moneytoken.com/
https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmR7zcysSW9cemdcGJEuYewCyYT78YGNVv32gyn7tF8UcV/imt-heliast-ruling.pdf


 
 

 
It doesn't matter that the logo  

- is the one used by Etherscan; many examples show that Etherscan is not a reliable               
source for determining an official logo (which results only from the project's will) or for               
determining the most commonly used logo:  

- LND on T2CR vs on Etherscan;  

- DXT on T2CR vs on Etherscan;  

- BNT on T2CR vs on Etherscan;  

- AGRI on T2CR vs on Etherscan;  

- EDO on T2CR vs on Etherscan, etc. 

- has been recognized as part of the project by the team members since it has not                
been designated as the official logo.  

 
 
We have demonstrated that the logo has never been designated as the official logo of               
either the token or the project.  
 
We also brought more than 30 sources using a different logo while the Submitter              
brought about 5.  
 
 
For all these reasons, the listing request cannot be favourably received.  
 
CONSEQUENTLY, JURORS ARE INVITED TO REJECT THE SUBMISSION. 
 
 

* 
*    * 
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https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x28ff641aac1b3bc1f4b99fa013fb0b18f503d4eba4c517633236de5fa8d0a403
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0947b0e6D821378805c9598291385CE7c791A6B2
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xeeae67d9a54f7774113f17b7b6fe0f35446ba6917a29b00eba36826c9211e5f7
https://etherscan.io/token/0x8dB54ca569D3019A2ba126D03C37c44b5eF81EF6
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x345cda089708b644b6837a06a360ab98c027d99972bdc21b39d0204b27684502
https://etherscan.io/token/0x1F573D6Fb3F13d689FF844B4cE37794d79a7FF1C
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0x76bdaa432ab20aab9ed3e0ab4837bf24f419eb94039a449f5be1d705d3a4b6f3
https://etherscan.io/token/0xa704fCe7b309Ec09DF16e2F5Ab8cAf6Fe8A4BAA9
https://tokens.kleros.io/token/0xb1bf9843c861b13b84cd0d7b7bd03c6d7536ac0da1bf07416dcf572f7b5c95c5
https://etherscan.io/token/0xCeD4E93198734dDaFf8492d525Bd258D49eb388E

